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Collision
2020/08/19 - ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE, USA

A drone was spotted flying above Air Force One
while landing. As stated by the US Secret Service,
the plane flew remarkably close to an unidentified
UAV. The US Air Force took the lead of the investigation. former drone operator, estimated the civilian
UAV to be as close as 90 meters below the aircraft.
Gareth Harvey

Read +

Attacks
2020/07/19 - AFRIN, SYRIA
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The Jalisco New Generation Cartel is improving its risk-free mean of attack with drones,
C4, packs of metal balls and a remote detonation system. As stated by the mexican
Attorney General’s Office, such devices were
also found in April of 2020, in a context of extremely violent cartel wars.
Read +

Espionnage
2020/06/05 - INDO PAKISTANESE BORDER
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Having intruded roughly 200 meters within Pakistan territory, a civilian quadcopter was shot down
by pakistanese border forces. This incident occurred only one month after a similar model went even
further, going as deep as 850 meters in enemy territories.
Read +

Contraband

Corrective Services NSW

2020/07/27 - NEW SOUTH WALES, AUS
The Warkworth Institution, a canadian correctional facility, was put in lockdown after an identified drone reportedly delivered
contraband in the yard. This event highlights
the lack of proper counter-UAV measures in
Canada, as a similar event took place in the
Kingston, Ontario prison in June of 2020.
Read +
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